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20/30 Bible Study for Young Adults
Balance
Imagine the ultimate worship experience--what would
it be like? Using a sound scriptural foundation, Bob
paints a vivid picture of what corporate worship can
become. Get a glimpse of where God is taking us.
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There is a sweep-you-off-your-feet depth to the river
of God's delights that is more than possible, it is
inevitable! Fasten your seatbelt, this book may wound
a few sacred cows, but it will clarify your vision for the
powerful potential in corporate worship.

Worship Essentials
Worship is of immense concern in the church and
ironically the source of controversy and dispute. Can
we get behind the question of what style of worship
we should engage in to understand the bedrock
foundation for God's people--honoring him as he
desires? Is the dissatisfaction with worship voiced by
so many perhaps a result of our having wandered
from biblical teaching on the subject? Through careful
exegesis in both Old and New Testaments, David
Peterson unveils the total life-orientation of worship
that is found in Scripture. Rather than determining for
ourselves how we should worship, we, his people, are
called to engage with God on the terms he proposes
and in the way he alone makes possible. This book
calls for a radical rethinking of the meaning and
practice of worship, especially by those responsible
for leading congregations. Here is the starting place
for recovering the richness of biblical worship.

Worship on Earth as It Is in Heaven
"Exploring Worship ranks at the top of the must read
book list. a great resource for training and teaching
local church music teams of flow in the spiritual and
practical applications of praise and worship" - Kent
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Henry, Editor, The Psalmist Mag. A companion study
guide to the EXPLORING WORSHIP book. Written in
short answer and fill-in-the-blank style, the purpose is
to help small groups absorb and work systematically
through EXPLORING WORSHIP.

Following the River
6-week study where youth will be challenged to "go
extreme" in their worship of God. They'll stretch their
souls if they accept this challenge and condition their
hearts and minds in ways they might never have
thought possible.

"The Kingdom of God is Within You"
Many people today find that their prayers don’t
“work.” And like a broken cell phone, DVD player, or
TV remote, they throw prayer out as unnecessary
“clutter” in their busy lives. Anne Graham Lotz has
found that while prayer does work, sometimes the
“pray-ers” don’t. So she has turned to the prophet
Daniel for help. The Daniel Prayer is born deep within
your soul, erupts through your heart, and pours out
on your lips, words created by and infused with the
Spirit of God quivering with spiritual electricity. It’s
really not an everyday type of prayer. It’s a prayer
birthed under pressure. Heartache. Grief.
Desperation. It can be triggered by a sudden
revelation of hope. An answer to prayer, a promise
freshly received, a miracle that lies just over the
horizon. Join Anne in a thrilling discovery of prayer
that really works. This book will help you pray
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effectively for your nation, for your families, and for
yourself.

Worship
"From the writer of the beloved worship songs "God
and King" and "The More I Seek You" comes a book
that reveals the purpose of worship. In How to
Worship a King, Neese unveils the power and beauty
of true worship, which surpasses any known song or
melodyThis book unfolds a holistic view of worship so
that you can experience peace, joy and the richness
of living in god's presence." -- Back cover

Teaching Kids Authentic Worship
Modern worship leaders are restless. They have
inherited a model of leadership that equates leading
worship with being a rock star. But leading worship is
more than a performance, it's about shaping souls
and making disciples. Every worship leader is really a
pastor. The Worship Pastor is a practical and biblical
introduction to this essential pastoral role. Filled with
engaging, illustrative stories it is organized to address
questions of theory and practice, striving to balance
conversational accessibility with informed instruction.
Part One presents a series of evocative
"vignettes"--intriguing and descriptive titles and
metaphors of who a Worship Pastor is and what he or
she does. It shows the Worship Pastor as ChurchLover, Disciple Maker, Corporate Mystic, and
Doxological Philosopher. Part Two covers specific
roles related to ministry within the worship service
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itself--the Worship Pastor as Theological Dietician,
Caregiver, Mortician, Emotional Shepherd, War
General, Prophetic Guardian, Missional Historian, and
Liturgical Architect. Part Three looks at ministry
beyond the worship service--the Worship Pastor as
Visionary Teacher, Evangelist, Artist Chaplain, and
Team Leader. While some worship leaders are eager
to embrace their pastoral role, many are lost and
confused or lack the resources of time or money to
figure out what this role looks like. Pastor Zac Hicks
gives us a clear guide to leading worship, one that
takes the pastoral call seriously.

The Confessions of St. Augustine
Just as diners visit a fine restaurant anticipating the
ambiance and meal to come, so first-time guests and
members alike come to church to experience the
presence of God. In this follow-up book to The
Complete Worship Leader, veteran worship leader and
pastor Kevin Navarro helps church leaders create a
complete worship service by implementing a four-part
pattern of worship: longing for, preparing for,
experiencing, and talking about a taste of heaven.
Approaching the worship service as an act of
hospitality, Navarro emphasizes clearing away
obstacles and communicating the gospel. He shares
practical ideas for churches of all kinds and sizeseverything from assisting guests to using the arts to
centering the preaching on Christ. Pastors, worship
leaders, and church leaders of any denomination and
worship style will benefit from this practical guide.
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Pure Praise for Youth
By Dwayne Moore Experience deep, authentic worship
Sometimes worship feels like it’s on autopilot. This
nine-week study inspires new passion and
understanding of what genuine worship looks and
feels like. Each lesson encourages you to turn to the
Bible while allowing your heart and mind to meditate
on and absorb Bible truths about expressing your
devotion to God. This is an ideal personal or group
study for both individual worshippers and worship
teams grappling with the questions “What is
worship—and how can I worship more authentically?”
You will • Experience the true meaning of worship •
Understand the best motivation for worship • Explore
various methods of worship • And so much more!
Includes daily devotions designed to fire up your
passion and heart for worship. And uplifting devotions
for worship teams—just right for starting rehearsals
on a foundation of authentic, biblical worship.

Worship Leaders, We Are Not Rock Stars
Everybody talks about the worship, but nobody does
anything about it. The well-known quote associated
with Mark Twain actually goes like this—Everybody
talks about the weather But changing it to "worship"
seems appropriate. With Worship Essentials, Dove
Award-winning worship leader Mike Harland helps
leaders do something about it. Perhaps no subject
about church generates more opinion and passion
than worship. Walk with the typical church-going
family on their way to the car after the service and
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just listen. Everybody really does talk about worship.
Now, veteran worship leader and experienced
ministry coach Mike Harland offers the tools worship
leaders need to build biblically-faithful and effective
worship ministries without bringing the disruption that
often accompanies change. Psalm 67:5 reads, "Let
the peoples praise you, God, let all the peoples praise
you." Worship Essentials is here to help.

Purification of the Heart: Signs,
Symptoms and Cures of the Spiritual
Diseases of the Heart
Explains to teenage girls the meaning of true love as
drawn from the life of Jesus, and features a six-week
Bible study program that helps analyze relationships
to determine if they match God's idea of love.

Crescendos and Diminuendos
What does it mean to praise God? In the ancient
world, something extraordinary happened when God's
people gathered to worship Him. It was more than just
singing; it was a declaration, a proclamation, a time
to fully embody praise to God for who He is and what
he has done. In fact, in the Psalms, seven Hebrew
words are translated into the English word praise,
each of which represents a different aspect of what it
means to truly praise God. In Holy Roar, Chris Tomlin
and Darren Whitehead share a fresh perspective from
the worship practices of the ancient world. Grow in
your understanding of praise as Darren offers unique
insights. Be inspired as Chris shares how those
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insights take shape in the stories behind some of your
favorite worship songs, including "How Great Is Our
God," "We Fall Down," and "Good Good Father."
Whether for your own personal use or for use in your
church small group, Holy Roar provides insight and
encouragement to deepen your practice of praise.
Become a part of the Holy Roar.

Pure Praise
Balance explores the biblical image of balance as a
broad concept that includes fairness, equality,
righteousness and justice as well as internal balance,
or the well-integrated life. These images tap into the
young adult issues of how to live in a way that “takes
care of business” and still allows one to be a whole
person; of concern for fair and just treatment, how to
balance competing pressures and demands on time,
energy and soul; of how to have a devotional life in
the midst of the daily grind; etc.

Worship Matters (Foreword by Paul
Baloche)
Pure Praise (Revised)
Worship: a subject that touches the very heart of God.
In Worship 365, award-winning songwriter and
conference leader David M. Edwards defines worship
as what must become an irremovable part of our
everyday lives; not only something we do at church a
few times each week.Indeed, worshipping God is our
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highest priority, and Edwards takes us step-by-step
through the worship process, highlighting what it is,
how it happens, what it does, and where it takes us.
“Written for everyone, Worship 365 is sure to
enhance the readers understanding and experience of
God’s presence on a daily basis.”

Words on Worship
When we worship God, in a crowd or alone with our
Bible, He is praised and glorified. Charles Billingsley
has led worship in huge arenas, but worship is always
about the intimacy between one person and God.
With Words on Worship, you are invited into private,
personal worship with your Lord. These warm,
intimate writings encourage and guide you through
daily worship and devotions. They set the tone for the
day to be one of praise, gratitude, and companionship
with God.

Worship 365
Why do you lead worship? Often the motives are
mixed. You find yourself wanting to point people to
Jesus but also feeling a desire to be noticed and
praised, to make yourself the center of attention.
Stephen Miller is the worship pastor for a large church
of young, energetic Christians. He and his band
record albums and lead worship for conferences all
over the country. He knows the temptation to make
himself the show, to pursue fame, to seek the
applause of other people. And he has learned to want
nothing to do with it. In this book, Miller exhorts his
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fellow worship leaders to make Jesus the center of all
their efforts. He teaches how to do this with Scripture,
teaching, prayer, story, and song. In all, Miller’s call
for worship leaders is to lead worship, whole-hearted
and whole-minded exalting of God, rather than
making a spectacle out of it. Worship Leaders, We’re
Not Rock Stars will encourage and challenge worship
leaders by clarifying their purpose and identity, and
by doing so will bless those they lead.

The Worship Pastor
Nothing is more essential than knowing how to
worship the God who created us. This book focuses
readers on the essentials of God-honoring worship,
combining biblical foundations with practical
application in a way that works in the real world. The
author, a pastor and noted songwriter, skillfully
instructs pastors, musicians, and church leaders so
that they can root their congregational worship in
unchanging scriptural principles, not divisive cultural
trends. Bob Kauflin covers a variety of topics such as
the devastating effects of worshiping the wrong
things, how to base our worship on God's selfrevelation rather than our assumptions, the fuel of
worship, the community of worship, and the ways that
eternity's worship should affect our earthly worship.
Appropriate for Christians from varied backgrounds
and for various denominations, this book will bring a
vital perspective to what readers think they
understand about praising God.

Exodus
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This resource provides young adults with a chance to
become a part of an exciting new contemporary Bible
study series for adult learners in their 20's and 30's.
Each volume in the series challenges young adults to
examine a powerful biblical image that defines and
shapes their lives. Each volume includes these helpful
features: • Bible background on a respective image:
covenant, exodus, community, and faith • Articles on
group leadership, organizing a study group, using
small break-out groups, and choosing teaching
options • Case studies throughout the text and in the
appendix to use as discussion starters • Seven easyto-use sessions with clear teaching helps on every
page • Opportunities to examine biblical and personal
ideas more deeply • Options for service projects
Exodus: Leaving Behind, Moving On helps readers
appreciate learning how God is in the midst of the
movements and changes of life, no matter how minor
or how transformational.

Praise and Worship Study Bible
Howard Zehr is the father of Restorative Justice and is
known worldwide for his pioneering work in
transforming understandings of justice. Here he
proposes workable principles and practices for making
Restorative Justice possible in this revised and
updated edition of his bestselling, seminal book on
the movement. (The original edition has sold more
than 110,000 copies.) Restorative Justice, with its
emphasis on identifying the justice needs of everyone
involved in a crime, is a worldwide movement of
growing influence that is helping victims and
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communities heal, while holding criminals
accountable for their actions. This is not soft-oncrime, feel-good philosophy, but rather a concrete
effort to bring justice and healing to everyone
involved in a crime. In The Little Book of Restorative
Justice, Zehr first explores how restorative justice is
different from criminal justice. Then, before letting
those appealing observations drift out of reach into
theoretical space, Zehr presents Restorative Justice
practices. Zehr undertakes a massive and complex
subject and puts it in graspable from, without
reducing or trivializing it. This resource is also suitable
for academic classes and workshops, for conferences
and trainings, as well as for the layperson interested
in understanding this innovative and influential
movement.

Exploring Worship
More Than A Worship Leader is a challenge and
encouragement to those who lead worship to be
more. In today's church world, it's easy to get caught
in the trap of performing for people, instead of loving
them off and on the stage. This book explores these
dynamics off stage, on stage and even promotes the
idea of being up-staged as a worship leader. In an age
when worship leaders are known primarily for their
skill and style, this is a call for them to be known
more for their heart. Gary Durbin has been leading
worship for more than 20 years and has been in full
time local church ministry for over 15 years. The
philosophies and insights of this book are a product of
his experiences in multiple ministries and churches
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he's led in and been a part of. It is a valuable tool for
those who are just getting started and a great
reminder for those who are veterans. With discussion
questions at the end of each chapter, it's a great
opportunity to grow with those on your worship team
as well. The heart behind this book is clear. It's not
about a stage. It's not about a title. It's not even
about a song. It's about loving God and loving people.
Don't settle for being in front of people. Be in the lives
of people. It's so much more than a song and you can
be more than a worship leader.

Times of Refreshing
This exploration of Islamic spirituality delves into the
psychological diseases and cures of the heart.
Diseases examined include miserliness, envy, hatred,
treachery, rancour, malice, ostentation, arrogance,
covetousness, lust, and other afflictions that assail
people and often control them. The causes and
practical cures of these diseases are discussed,
offering a penetrating glimpse into how Islam deals
with spiritual and psychological problems and
demonstrating how all people can benefit from these
teachings.

Engaging with God
This unique devotional is written expressly with the
musically inclined in mind. Each of the fifty-two
devotions is titled with a musical term, such as
"Allegro" or "D. S. Al Fine," using that term to form
the content. After a definition of the term, author Jack
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Coleman offers an insightful devotional lesson readers
can learn from. Each devotion includes Scripture
quotations and musical settings that illustrate the
musical terms. Musicians, students of music, and
anyone who enjoys music and wants to learn more
about how God uses it to inspire and instruct us will
love this one-of-a-kind devotional. Includes a foreword
by Cliff Barrows, music and program director for the
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, and
endorsements from Michael W. Smith, Kurt Kaiser,
and Don Moen.

The Complete Worship Service
"Tom Kraeuter is one of the most prolific authors and
teachers on the contemporary worship scene today.
His books are available worldwide in multiple
languages. Tom's biblical, practical teaching
transcends denominational lines. Nearly 20,000
people have attended his worship seminars, retreats,
and conferences in churches all across North America.
for those who long to worship God in spirit and in
truth, here are 100 engaging, life-related devotions
designed especially to strengthen worshipers and
church worship ministries. In "Times of Refreshing
veteran worship leaders draw upon the Living Water
and their vast and varied experience to address
essential topics, including a biblical view of worship,
building relationships, expecting God's presence, and
much more! Designed to be read either by individuals
or by worship teams, each insightful devotion
contains a Scripture passage and teaching from a
respected worship leader, including Gerrit Gustafson,
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Kent Henry, Bob Kauflin, Patrick Kavanaugh, Tom
Kraeuter, Bill Rayborn, and Arlen Salte.

The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to The
Romans
Whether you serve as a vocalist, instrumentalist,
technician, dancer, actor, or in some other role, you
know what a blessing it is to serve on your church’s
worship team. But you also know that some days
you’re more technically prepared than you are
spiritually prepared for the ministry of leading others
in worship. In the midst of rehearsals, setup, and
myriad distractions, not to mention the busyness of
daily life, it’s easy to miss the forest for the trees.
How can you and your fellow team members be
prepared to worship in spirit and truth as well as lead
others in worship with integrity?With thirty years of
experience in worship leading, Rory Noland knows the
issues—in both the private life of the worship team
member and the public ministry of a worship team. In
this readable book, he offers practical insights on how
to• Grow as a private worshiper• Encounter the
character of God during worship• Respond to the
character of God during worship• Be transformed by
the character of God• Learn from ancient worship
leaders and more.So relevant you’ll think the author
was eavesdropping on your last church service, The
Worshiping Artist is ideal to read either by yourself or
as a team.

Customer Success
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The Bible states that we should praise God for how
wonderful and majestic he is. And we should. But is is
possible that the God of the Universe desires to praise
us? Could our awesome Creator actually want to
praise his creation? During this six-week small-group
Bible study, you'll explore Jesus' parable of the three
servants in Matthew 25, and discover how to live wellinvested life on this earth-one worthy of "heaven's
praise." As we learn to carefully and humbly follow
Jesus' teachings, God will respond with the praise he
desires to give us. With God's help and grace, we'll
honor and serve our Lord all the days and hours we
have left on this earch, so that we can one day hear
God say, "Well done!" So put your eyes toward
heaven, and take the next steps towrad getting there!

The Worshiping Artist
"Customer Success will become the authoritative
book of the emerging Customer Success industry and
target any business that is trying to focus, or re-focus,
on customers and will be applicable to all customer
management roles such as Account Manager,
Customer Advocacy, Client Relationship Manager, and
Customer Success Manager along with the leadership
of those organizations. Customer Success will address
the pains of how to start creating a customer-centric
company and how to think strategically about
Customer Success - how to organize, compensate,
find a leader, measure, etc. Customer Success has
exploded as one of the hottest B2B movements since
the advent of the subscription business model"-Page 16/24
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Prophetic Praise
Used as a text internationally, Exploring Worship lays
a scriptural foundation for understanding what praise
and worship really is, and then provides a practical
framework for implementing praise and worship at
the local church level. This is one of the foremost
worship texts used today by Bible Schools,
Universities, and local church worship ministries. The
"Revised/Updated version" makes Exploring Worship
once again a relevant equipping tool to today's
worshipers. "I am totally unaware of a more
comprehensive treatment of this subject in any book,
including those of mine. It should be read by all
worshipers, and should be required study for all who
aspire to lead congregational worship." - Dr. Judson
Cornwall, from the foreword

Heaven's Praise
Many children, as adoring fans, can rattle off all the
stats and facts and details about their favorite singer
or sports star. Wouldn't it be great if they knew that
much about God and were as excited about him? In
Teaching Kids Authentic Worship, Kathleen Chapman
gives an eye-opening lesson on how worship can
spark that kind of enthusiasm. She begins with what it
means to truly worship-to focus on God alone. At its
core, she says, worship is our recognition of the
greatness of God. It is a kind of glue that will
effectively lead children into a greater, more
permanent love relationship with Jesus. With a
contagious enthusiasm of her own, Chapman moves
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from the "what" of worship to the "how." She includes
fifty-two worship moments that help children-and
adults-focus exclusively on God and learn about him.
These creative moments take the form of singing,
hand movements, dance, crafts, games, writing,
drama, and more. Teaching Kids Authentic Worship is
a necessary resource for every Sunday school
teacher, children's church leader, and parent who
wants to guide children in making God their greatest
hero and lifelong friend.

Holy Roar
Rory Noland addresses the challenges of Christian
worship head-on, offering practical suggestions
gleaned from Scripture on understanding and
experiencing vibrant worship. The first half of Worship
on Earth as It Is in Heaven explores what it means to
grow as a private worshiper. The practices of the
psalmist David provide insight to help people worship
God on their own. Second, Noland discusses corporate
worship by exploring the glorious gatherings in
heaven, as described in the book of Revelation. He
presents immediately applicable ideas for becoming a
better corporate worshiper. This book includes: • Sliceof-church-life scenarios. Every chapter begins with a
brief scenario that presents a worship-related issue or
a conflict corresponding to the chapter topic. • Group
discussion questions. Based on the opening scenario,
these questions help readers think about and discuss
worship-related topics from different perspectives. •
Issue-by-issue practical guidance from a biblical
perspective. • “Ponder and Apply” application
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questions. Each chapter ends with a series of
discussion questions and action steps to help readers
identify key insights and make personal applications.

How to Worship a King
Passionate Praise for an Extravagant God!. David
wrote that God is "enthroned in the praises of Israel"
(Psalm 22:3). When God's people take their praise to
a higher level, they begin to unlock their "kingdom
authority." Praise is a spiritual weapon, and it's a
necessary part of ruling and reigning with Christ. More
than merely the preliminary part of a church service,
praise is an essential ingredient to experiencing the
presence of God and moving into the spiritual realm
of prophecy. Joshua Fowler's calling will stir within you
a greater hunger and passion for the Lord as you arise
as one of God's praiseworthy children. In this book,
you will discover how praiseOpens your access to the
heavenly places; Draws the lost into the kingdom;
Releases signs and wonders; Allows you to govern
territories and impact nations for Christ! Allow the
truths of Prophetic Praise to penetrate your heart and
transform your expressions of praise into prophetic
decrees that will shatter the enemy's territory and
release the kingdom of God!

Real Worship
The best of A. W. Tozer, on one of his favorite subjects
Few subjects invigorated A. W. Tozer like the topic of
worship. He saw it—like the church has
traditionally—as the sole reason for which creation
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exists. Worship: The Reason We Were Created
features collections from the beloved spiritual writer
on this important topic. The church's current worship
is emaciated; its thoughts of God are too low. Here is
a compilation to raise those thoughts high once more,
and provoke the church to true, spiritual worship.
Topics include: The act and object of worship The
Presence of God Worship throughout the week
Feelings and emotion in worship Man as a
worshipping creature If it's true that we are made to
worship God, that it is the sole reason that we exist,
that we are most alive when we live for His glory,
then reading Worship is more than time well spent. It
is time invested in the very foundation of your life.

The Effects of Praise
The Power of Praise Is Phenomenal! When you
experience the amazing release of praise from the
most hidden recesses of your spirit, it not only
benefits and heals your soul at the moment; it
exponentially multiplies. That single act of praise
begins to harvest peace, joy, pleasure, and
contentment into every area of your life! Your praise
ministers your love and gratitude to God. It brings
Him so much pleasure to know you want to walk hand
in hand with Him. If that doesnt excite you, then
realize that your praise brings excruciating pain to the
devil! Through praise, you can finally overcome
anxiety, depression, and stress in your life. If just one
Sunday morning of praise has this potential, imagine
what a life of praise would be like. Discover it today!
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Love Is
The Praise and Worship Study Bible guides readers on
a journey to discover a deeper and more meaningful
relationship with God. This unique study Bible lets
your customers experience the Scriptures with a focus
on worship, joyful praise, and meditative prayer. It
contains many useful features that will help Christians
worship and praise God. -- Worship Notes highlight
specific Scripture verses that describe the many
characteristics of God. Each note features a short
concluding prayer. -- Worship Profiles give examples
of how people in Bible times praised and worshiped
God. -- Book Introductions explain what each book
says about worship. -- Praise Passages are special
verses that relate to worship. They are called out and
highlighted within the Bible text. -- Hymn & Praise
Song Devotionals feature hymns and contemporary
praise songs within the text. -- Symbols of Worship
explain the significance of traditional symbols from
the Bible and Christianity. -- Prayers of the Church are
traditional prayers that will lead readers to call upon
God for various requests.

More Than a Worship Leader
Paul was the most influential figure in the early
Christian church. In this epistle, written to the
founders of the church in Rome, he sets out some of
his ideas on the importance of faith in overcoming
mankind's innate sinfulness and in obtaining
redemption. With an introduction by Ruth Rendell
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The Little Book of Restorative Justice
If your church's worship is on autopilot, this 9-week
study will inspire new passion and understanding. The
focus bypasses technique and timing; instead it
zeroes in on the hearts of worship leaders and
worshippers. An ideal study for any worship team or
adult group grappling with the questions, "What is
worship--and how can I worship more authentically?"
Readers are encouraged to read the Bible with each
lesson to allow their hearts and minds to meditate
and absorb the truths from each reading. Pure Praise
is an invitation to a nine-week personal Bible study
combined with group sessions that review the
following: The Meaning (weeks 1 & 2) The Motivation
(week 3) The Methods (weeks 4 & week 5) The
Ministers (week 6) The Means (week 7) The Mission
(week 8) The Main Thing (week 9) Pure Praise is a
study that can be followed alone or in a group. "The
more we get to know our God, the more we fall in love
Him, which is the ultimate source of all our worship,"
says Moore.

Sound Check
The Daniel Prayer
Author Kurtis Parks understands the realities of being
a worship leader. In Sound Check he offers insights
about: What it means to worship with authenticity
How to cast a vision of excellence for a worship team
Ways to rely on the Holy Spirit in leading worship
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Practical approaches to spiritual disciplines What to
do about the ongoing struggle of separating
performance and worship How seeking God’s
presence leads to hearing His voice Parks’s powerful
message is that when worship leaders cultivate a
private life of worship, God will prepare them to lead
from the stage.

Exploring Worship Workbook and
Discussion Guide
Respected Bible teacher Warren Wiersbe defines the
essence of worship and discusses the key issues
surrounding this often controversial topic within the
church.

The Seventh-day Adventist Hymnal.
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